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Abstract: This report is devoted to the following: prehistory for the development and
testing of the first electric propulsion system (EPS) in space; results of preliminary studies of
the pulsed plasma thrusters (PPT) for the spacecraft of “Zond” type, which resulted in the
selection of design, basic parameters of the thruster and propulsion system; design
description for the flight prototypes of thruster and propulsion system for the spacecraft of
“Zond” type and results of their ground testing; results of the EPS space tests; brief
description for the subsequent works in the field of PPT carried out in the USSR and Russia.
I.

A

Introduction

S is well known, on the 4th of October 2007 it will be 50 years since the first artificial Earth satellite (AES)
was launched that opened “Space Era” and had enormous influence on the further development of space
science and technology. In particular, it stimulated abrupt acceleration of works in the field of electric propulsions
(EP). In view of this, on the eve of the mentioned remarkable date it is appropriate to discuss some moments of the
history of EP works, among which first EP tests in space were the important points. This is moreover appropriate,
when we take into account that in the USSR the EP development for solving practical tasks was initiated soon after
the launch of the first satellite by Sergey Pavlovich Korolev, the prominent soviet scientist in the field of
cosmonautics and chief designer of the first ballistic missiles, of the first and the following AES and a series of
spacecrafts, which allowed the first manned flight to space and a number of other pioneer and unique flights realized
by research spacecrafts. Taking the above into account, the history of the development of EP and propulsion system
on its basis for the first tests, as well as basic results of that development are presented in the report.

II.

Brief background

May be not everyone knows that for the first time the idea of EP application in space was stated by the Russian
village teacher and genius scientist Konstantin Eduardovich Tsiolkovskiy (Fig. 1) in his famous manuscript
“Investigation of world spaces by jet devices” that was finished in December, 1902 [1]. The first part of that
manuscript was published in 1903 [2], and the second part in 1911-1912 only because of a number of technical
reasons. It was stated in the section “Dreams. The future of jet devices” of that part [1, 3] that “… It will be probably
possible to provide very high velocity to the particles injected by the jet device with the help of electricity…”. Thus,
double priority in the idea of EP use for space flights belongs to K.E.Tsiolkovskiy: in the manuscript date
(December, 1902) and in the publication date (April, 1912). It is not out of place to add to the above that K.E.
Tsiolkoskiy started to study physics at the age of 14 approximately and grew so fond of electricity that at the age of
20 approximately he made electrostatic machine by his own hands. The following remarkable fact witnesses of his
love to physics also. Together with his bride he decided not to arrange bridal feast, though the bride had money for
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that. Just after the wedding ceremony at the church she presented the
whole amount to her husband, and on the same day he spent it for the
purchase of lathe in order to process disks of the mentioned
electrostatic machines [4]!
First practical EP developments were realized in the USSR by
Valentin Petrovich Glushko during the period of 1929-1933. He
worked at the Gasdynamic laboratory during that period [5].
Valentin Petrovich Glushko, born in 1908, has graduated from the
Leningrad University in 1929 and during the period of 1929-1933 was
engaged in the development of liquid propellant engines (LPE) and EP
at the Gasdynamic Laboratory; since 1934 he worked at the Reactive
Research Institute and since 1938 till 1944 – at the specialized
Experimental Design Bureau – during that period of time he was
engaged in the development of new engines for aircrafts and rockets;
since 1946 he was the chief designer for the development of highFigure 1. Photo of Konstantin
power rocket engines and since 1974 – General Designer of the
Scientific and Production Association “Energiya” that was the leading Eduardovich Tsiolkovskiy dated 1902.
enterprise in the field of the rocket-space system development in the
USSR (it is the Rocket-Space Corporation “Energiya” currently) [6].
V.P. Glushko knew works of K.E. Tsiolkovskiy well, was in
correspondence with him and fell over the EP idea. As a result, the first
electric propulsion in the world was developed by him – that was the
pulsed electrothermal engine based on the use of the explosion of solid
(wire of Al, Ni, W, Pb or other material) or liquid (mercury,
electrolytes) conductors by the pulsed electric discharge through them
with high current amplitude for obtaining explosion products with high
temperature, which were further expanding inside the gasdynamic
nozzle.
The above conductors were fed continuously through the injector.
Discharge energy was ~3200 Joule (capacitor capacitance С = 4 µF,
voltage – 40 kV). After the refinement of processes proceeding in the
engine (with the duration of operation in the pulsed mode of up to
several minutes) it was tested using the ballistic pendulum, at which
Figure 2. Valentin Petrovich Glushko. the EP chamber with nozzle was suspended for the assessment of
obtained thrust [5].
But EP time has not come yet at that period, and those works were
stopped. It came with the beginning of the space era. In particular,
shortly after the launch of the first satellite, Great Designer, Great
Practitioner and Great Romantic at the same time S.P. Korolev (Fig. 3)
addressed request and proposal to start studies aimed at the
development of electric propulsions of different types for different
purposes to the academician Igor Vasilievich Kourchatov.
Sergey Pavlovich Korolev, born in 1907, had graduated from the
Moscow High Technical School named after N.E. Bauman in 1930 and
during the period of 1931-1944 worked in the field of the jet
propulsion investigation and development of new aircrafts, was
engaged in equipping aircraft with liquid-propellant jet engines. Since
1946 he was the Chief Designer of the long-range ballistic rockets,
since 1956 – Chief Designer of the Experimental Design Bureau OKB1 that was developing first intercontinental ballistic missiles, first and a
series of further artificial Earth satellites (AES) [3], which opened the
space era and realized a number of pioneer space flights, the first
Figure 3. Sergey Pavlovich Korolev.
manned space flight of Yuri Gagarin on April 12, 1961, including.
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I.V. Kurchatov responded to that request and charged academician
L.A. Artsimovich (Fig. 4), the outstanding scientist, who obtained
valuable results in the field of low-temperature plasma physics within
the USSR Atomic Project and in the field of the high-temperature
plasma physics within the frames of controlled thermonuclear fusion,
who headed plasma research department at the Institute of Atomic
Energy, to organize appropriate works at that Institute.
As a result, extensive studies and developments of EP of different
designs, pulsed plasma thrusters (PPT) including, were started in the
end of 50-ies at the Institute of Atomic Energy (IAE) under the direct
leadership of L.A. Artsimovich. It should be added to the above
mentioned that as early as in 1951 developments in the field of
electromagnetic (electrodynamic) plasma acceleration in the “z-pinch”
configuration were started at the IAE under the leadership of L.A.
Artsimovich, and in 1955 – in the accelerator of “railotron” type, as a
result of which the principle of electrodynamic plasma acceleration
was studied in enough details and substantiated [7]. The effect of
ablation of even so resistant dielectric as the porcelain is at the surface
Figure 4. Photo of academician Lev
power density in the pulsed discharge of ~107 W/cm2 was discovered
Andreevich Artsimovich, the
for the first time in 1957 [8]. Such IAE specialists as the academician
outstanding Soviet physicist.
M.A. Leontovich, A.M. Andrianov, О.А. Bazilevskaya, S.I.
Braginskiy, E.I. Dobrokhotov, V.I. Kogan, V.S. Komelkov, S.Yu.
Lukyanov, S.M. Osovets, D.P. Petrov, I.M. Podgorny, Yu.G. Prokhorov, V.I. Sinitsin, B.A. Trubnikov, and N.V.
Philippov were the pioneers in the field of the above studies. Thus, considerable scientific backlog was created by
the beginning of 1960-ies that was used during the development of the first electric propulsion system.

III.

Order for the EPS development

In the end of 1950-ies at the initiative of S.P. Korolev the Experimental Design Bureau OKB-1 headed by him
(that subsequently grew into the Rocket-Space Corporation “Energiya” well known currently) has formulated draft
requirements specification for the development of electric propulsion and electric propulsion system on its basis,
which could be used as actuators for the plasma stabilization system (PSS) of spacecraft of “Zond” and “MarsVenera” types, which had been planned to be launched in 1962-1966 [9]. Development milestone was specified in
that requirements specification – not later than March, 1963. It should be added to the above that theoretical
elaboration of the problem of EP use as a part of the spacecraft attitude control system [10] was started in 1959
under the leadership of the future academician B.V. Raushenbakh, and a perspective for such EP application was
shown. L.A. Pets of OKB-1 was the leading specialist in that work, on the basis of whose calculations the
requirements specification for the first EPS for PSS of spacecraft of “Zond” and “Mars-Venera” types was
formulated. It may be reduced to the following:
• monoaxial stabilization system should comprise 6 thrusters: 2 pairs – for the roll stabilization of spacecraft
and one pair – for the pitch stabilization;
• total EPS mass should not exceed 30 kg;
• thrust impulse bit (per a single discharge in the thruster) – P ~2·10-3 Ns at the total power consumption of
not more than 60 J;
• total discharge number (lifetime) – 5·105;
• permissible reduction of the thrust impulse bit by the end of the lifetime – not more than 10%;
• high reliability, design simplicity, resistance to the influence of space factors;
• absence of radio interference and harmful influence on the spacecraft structural elements.
It is appropriate to mention here that beginning from the idea of EP development for solving various practical
tasks and development of the first such EPS, appropriate works in the EP field were in every possible way promoted
by S.P. Korolev. And success of that development and of the first EPS tests in space, as well as subsequent
successes in the EP development in the USSR, were to a considerable degree achieved owing to the impulses given
by S.P. Korolev to that line of work.
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IV.

Main stages and results of development

In 1960 at the initiative of L.A. Artsimovich that was supported by B.V. Raushenbakh a joint research team was
formed that worked with maximum intensity in view of the tight timetable specified by S.P. Korolev. А.М
Andrianov, V.A. Khrabrov, L.A. Pets and A.I. Simonov were the members of that team. Basic results obtained by
the team were published [11-19] (in particular, they are presented in more details in [12]) and are briefly presented
hereinafter. Execution of that work may be divided into 6 stages:
1) Preliminary research, necessity in which was stipulated by the task novelty.
2) Designing and development for the models of ablative PPT of “electromagnetic” type (APPT EM)
characterized by the electromagnetic mechanism of acceleration.
3) Designing and development for the PPT model of the electrothermal type (APPT ET).
4) Development of the flight EP model on the basis of APPT ET and of the space electric propulsion system
(SEPS) meeting requirements of the OKB-1.
5) Production and comprehensive testing of the “standard” EP and SEPS models.
6) Testing of the PSS SEPS in deep space on board the “Zond-2” spacecraft.
At the first stage, in view of the absence of any information about the potential fundamental and engineering
solutions, which would allow the stated task solving, the coaxial air-fed PPT of “electromagnetic” type was
developed, produced and tested (PPT EM with the electromagnetic mechanism of acceleration) that was
characterized by the discharge voltage range U0 = 0.5-3) kV at the capacitor bank energy W = CU2/2 = (0.3-6) kJ.
Certain experience in the field of PPT operation was accumulated as a result of that work, though thruster
parameters were still very far from the required ones.
At the second stage the PPT EM based on the principle of the electrode material ablation and on the principle of
ablation of dielectric placed between the electrodes were developed and studied. At that the capacitor bank was
connected to the electrodes directly and was in the “standby” mode; its discharge took place after the operation of
initiating device in the “ablative” plasma. The possibility for forming pulsed plumes of “metal” plasma by a highpower pulsed discharge and high repeatability of such discharge characteristics that was tested by over 105
discharges were demonstrated as a result of studies for the models of PPT with the electrode material ablation. It
was shown also that the plasma plume efflux velocity at the fixed electric parameters (capacitance С0, initial
inductance L0, and voltage U0) may be adjusted within 10-100 km/s by varying the material of electrodes (Cd, Al,
Cu, Fe, C). But “metal” plasma could cause film deposition on the SC surfaces varying their properties or violating
operability of devices mounted on board the spacecraft. Thus, basic efforts of the second stage were devoted to the
investigation of APPT EM based on the dielectric ablation and study of a number of dielectrics (quartz, vinyl plastic,
foam plastic, polyethylene, plexiglass, CdS, fluoroplastic-3, fluoroplastic-4) for the “optimum ablative
acceptability”. Fluoroplastic-3 and fluoroplastic-4 appeared to be optimum in their properties. Besides, conductor
lines were not formed on their surfaces, and that secured stability for the thruster characteristics at the long-term
operation.
The above studies were made using the basic
model (Fig. 5), at that:
• Voltages of the primary and igniting
discharges were the same and equal to 1
kV;
• An “ignitron” effect – appearance of the
high-power arc discharge at the interface
of the contact pair
– “abrasive”
carborundum SiC – metal (copper) located inside the central electrode – was
used for the discharge initiation (Fig. 6).
First successful life-time tests of APPT EM
were made with the dielectric fluoroplastic-3 at the
operation mode with the discharge frequency of 1
Figure 5. Photo of the first model of ablative PPT (APPT).
Hz, W0 ~1 KJ (average power consumption Ne ~1
kW), period of continuous work – 20 days.
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Figure 6. Circuit of discharge initiation
in the APPT.

Figure 7. PPT power supply and thrust pulse
measurement circuit.

In addition, satisfactory parameters of electromagnetic APPT were obtained for the first time during those tests,
namely: thrust efficiency of up to ~0.4 at the efflux velocity of up to ~40 km/s (power-to-thrust ratio was ~50
kW/N).
Thus, solutions were found, which secured long enough life-time for the APPT, as well as the encouraging
results were obtained for its integral characteristics. The principle of ablative PPT was protected by the USSR
author’s certificate of invention [11].
At the third stage an APPT model was developed that met specific requirements of the order from OKB-1
headed by S.P. Korolev. The most complicated task was to meet requirement of securing thrust impulse bit P1·~2·103
Ns at the discharge energy W0 ~50 J. The matter is that even the best models of APPT EM allowed obtaining of the
4 times lower thrust pulse at the discharge energy of 50 J. As P1 ~(W0m1)1/2, where m1 is the mass accelerated in the
APPT during one discharge, it was necessary to invent APPT design allowing m1 increase by 16 times at the fixed
energy W0. That is why inventors were forced to replace electromagnetic principle of plasma acceleration by
electrothermal. But even in that case intensive experimental refinement was required, and it became possible to
solve that task due to the joint realization of two possibilities:
• optimization for the channel geometry and for the method of ablating material placing inside it (25 different
variants were tested in all);
• maximum reduction for the values of the circuit initial inductance L0.
Measurement of small thrust pulses appeared to be rather complicated. Device based on the method of torsional
pendulum (Fig. 7) that was located inside the vacuum chamber of stainless steel with the diameter of ~1.2 m was
developed finally.
The first APPT ET model (Fig. 8) with the electrothermal method of plasma acceleration was developed as a
result of the mentioned work. It allowed to demonstrate satisfiability of OKB-1 requirements on thrust
characteristics and to carry out its life-time tests successfully.
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Figure 8. The first APPT ET model that allowed confirmation for the possibility to meet the
performance specification requirements.
At the forth stage the thruster flight prototype (Fig. 9) was designed, developed and tested during ~220 hours;
~8·105 discharges were realized with the frequency of 1 Hz, thrust F ~2·10-3 N and average power consumption Ne =
50 W. A hollow Teflon cylinder with the outer diameter of 6 cm and initial internal diameter of 2 cm was the source
of plasma-forming substance in it. About ~5.5·10-4 g of Teflon were consumed as a result of one discharge, and
diameter varied by 10-2 µm approximately. Distance between anode with the working part in the form of 8 spokes
and the cathode was 7 cm. Length of spokes was such that they hanged over the side surface of the Teflon cylinder
and were within the line-of-sight from the cathode even at the work start.

Figure 9. Photo of the APPT flight prototype.
Operating voltage U0 = 1060 V was continuously applied to the capacitor with the capacitance С = 100 µF
connected to the thruster electrodes. Initiating voltage (of 1060 V also) was applied to the initiating capacitor Сi = 4
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µF. After the control contact bridging (high-voltage electromechanical relay) the capacitor Сi was discharged
through the contact area between the carborundum rod and the cathode. A high-power initiating vacuum arc
discharge with the maximum current of up to ~2.8 kA appeared at that. During the period of maximum current
values of the initiating discharge, which were reached in 2.5 µs approximately, a breakdown along the surface of the
Teflon channel took place, and a high-power ablative primary discharge with the maximum current of ~20 kA and
power of ~14 MW developed that caused Teflon evaporation, ionization of the formed vapor and heating of the
produced plasma flowing out of the channel. Development of all these processes could be observed in the thruster
model, in which Teflon was replaced by organic glass, and anode was made to have longitudinal slots of 2 mm in

Figure 10.

Consecutive photos for the discharge development made with the interval of ~1.6 µs.

width (Fig. 10).
Two distinctions in the first thruster design and operating modes should be noted:
1. By the end of the lifetime the channel diameter widened up to ~5.2 cm and the cross-section area of the
plume increased 6.8 times approximately. But the thrust pulse varied not more than by 12 % (that was
permitted by the requirements specification), namely: at the beginning of the lifetime it was (207±7)·10-5 Ns,
and at the end – (183±7)·10-5 Ns. It became possible to achieve such relatively not high thrust pulse
reduction only after the end part of the anode had been shaped as a number of spokes (refer to Fig. 9).
2. The system of “ignitron” initiating device secured high marginal initiating power (successful initiation was
reached even at the initiation voltage reduction down to 350 V at the rated voltage of 1060 V).
After that on February 2, 1963, academician L.A. Artsimovich addressed to M.V. Keldysh, the President of the
USSR Academy of Sciences, with a letter [9] that had such lines in it:
“A mockup of the plasma thruster is designed at the Plasma Studies Department of the I.V. Kurchatov Institute
of Atomic Energy for the spacecraft attitude control. Designing was realized in accordance with the draft
requirements specification of the Attitude Control Department of the MBX 651 (OKB-1 – author’s comment)…
… On the basis of the mockup lifetime test under laboratory conditions it is possible to assume that such systems
provided they are used on board long-living spacecraft (with the operating life of about 1 year) will be more reliable
and lighter than the attitude control systems, which are used currently. Low energy consumption allows providing
system power supply from the solar panel. Absence of moving parts, proportioning valves, etc. in the system
stipulates its reliability.
We consider it quite enough advisable to test this system in space after the design development is finished that
will be oriented at the modification of the system for the specific space object.”
A decision was made as a result of that and other appeals on the development and flight test of the plasma
stabilization (attitude control) system for the spacecraft of “Zond” type with the PPT based on the prototype
developed at IAE and described above as the actuators. That task was solved at the fifth stage of work.
At the fifth stage flight models of PPT and SEPS were designed, produced and tested under ground conditions.
The thruster (Fig. 11) was designed under the scientific leadership of IAE specialists A.M. Andrianov and V.A.
Khrabrov at the IAE Design Bureau under the direction of A.K. Terentiev, head of the designers’ team.
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Figure 11.

Design of the APPT ET flight model.

EPS (Fig. 12) comprised:
• 3 pairs of EP, each of which was mounted on the capacitor unit with the total mass of 15 kg , including:
4 PPT for the roll stabilization of spacecraft and 2 PPT for the pitch stabilization of spacecraft;
• 1 converter of onboard voltage of 14 V into the operating voltage of 1000 V;
• program-switching device – 1 piece;
• 6 capacitors of the initiating system of MBGP type ( Сi = 4 µF, Ui = 1000 V, Li = 550 nH);
• 3 pairs of high-voltage electromechanical switching relays of REN-29 type updated to increase lifetime
from 104 operations up to 106 operations by replacing silver contacts for tungsten ones in them.
Converter, program-switching device and relay were mounted inside the pressurized section filled with dry
nitrogen under the pressure of 1.2 atmospheres.
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Figure 12.

Photo of SEPS units before their delivery to OKB-1 for mounting on board spacecraft.

Figure 13.

Photo of thrusters with suspension for the thrust pulse measuring.

It should be noted that the capacitor unit (as the thruster also) was developed and produced at the Department of
Plasma Researches (DPR) of the Institute of Atomic Energy. Its “filling” was taken from the standard metallized
paper capacitor of MBGV type produced by the Leningrad capacitor plant (operating voltage – 1000 V, capacitance
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-100 µF, self-inductance -100 nH) and placed into the newly designed metal body. After its “electrophysical”
updates at the IAE DPR the capacitor inductance was deceased down to 10 nH, i.e. nearly 10 times!
SEPS has passed the following ground tests:
• for the absence of malfunctions under the influence of the solar UV emission;
• for the “influence” of high (~10-8 mm Hg) oil-free vacuum;
• for effect of low temperatures (-70°С that was enough for simulating thermal mode even on the shaded
side of the spacecraft);
• for the influence of static and vibration overloads at the test benches of OKB-1.
Spatiotemporal distribution of plasma density in the diverging plasma plume of the thruster within the density
limits of (1013-1015) 1/cm3 was studied also for assessing theoretically possible influence of the thruster operation
on the radio communication with the spacecraft.
After thorough examination of all results of studies and tests the space electric propulsion system (SEPS) based
on the developed APPT ET was recognized as suitable for the use on board spacecraft of “Zond” type by the special
commission chaired by Yu.I. Danilov, the head of the development agency of the USSR State committee for atomic
energy.

V.

SEPS tests on board “Zond-2” spacecraft

On the 11th of November, 1963, an attempt was made to launch spacecraft 3МV-1А No. 2 (“Kosmos-21”) for
the purpose to realize mission to Mars and to perfect onboard systems, including the first SEPS of the plasma
stabilization system (PSS). But spacecraft did not reach trajectory to Mars due to the carrier rocket crash. On
November 30, 1964, the spacecraft 3МV-4 No. 2 (“Zond-2”) was launched. Its mass was 980 kg. A duplicate of the
first SEPS was mounted on board of that spacecraft. Launch of that spacecraft that was directed by S.P. Korolev
personally was more successful, and the spacecraft reached trajectory to Mars. Along with that, as a result of the not
full deployment of the solar panels the spacecraft power supply was twice lower than the design one. But astuteness
of S.P. Korolev, who required development of an “energy-conserving” thruster (with the power consumption of not
more than 50 W), played positive role here also, and available energy was enough to test SEPS of the PSS. On
December 14, 1964, at a distance of 5.37 million km from Earth the PSS SEPS was initiated (“standard” gasdynamic
stabilization system of the spacecraft was OFF), and spacecraft stabilization was maintained during 70 minutes.
After that it was switched off to save energy.
Thus, operation of electric propulsion in space was demonstrated successfully and EP application started. On
December 19, 1964, the USSR telegraph agency (TASS) informed of that as of the birth of a new line in the space
technology development – electric rocket propulsions. S.P. Korolev rated that achievement of the soviet science and
technology very highly. On January 1, 1965, he wrote in “Pravda” newspaper: “Plasma propulsive device was
successfully tested for the orientation purposes for the first time, and this is of great interest for the interplanetary
missions” [20]. It should be noted that “Zond-2” went down in the cosmonautics history exactly because “plasma
started to work in space” on its board for the first time. Thereby the idea of K.E. Tsiolkovskiy on the possibility to
use EP in space was realized for the first time. Since December 2004 the only extant flight APPT EP has been
demonstrated in the State Cosmonautics Museum named after K.E. Tsiolkovskiy that is located in Kaluga, Russia,
near the house museum of K.E. Tsiolkovskiy, where the idea of EP application in space was born.

VI.

Basic results of subsequent works under PPT in the USSR

After successful SEPS tests on board spacecraft “Zond-2”, S.P. Korolev and L.A. Artsimovich, seconded
actively by B. Tchertok, B. Raushenbakh and V. Legostayev, decided to continue PPT testing on board spacecraft
“Zond-3”, and that spacecraft was launched, but PPT tests were unsuccessful due to failure of the power supply
system. However works in the field of PPT were continued. And during the period of 1965-1968 physical processes
proceeding in the APPT of both electrothermal and electromagnetic types were studied under the leadership of L.A.
Artsimovich. Besides, in the beginning of 1965, after the meeting with the participation of L.A. Artsimovich, M.V.
Keldysh and future academician M.F. Reshetnev, General designer of the Scientific and Production Association for
Applied Mechanics (NPO PM), exploratory research was started with the purpose to develop APPT ET (of the same
type as had been used on board “Zond-2” spacecraft) with the power-to-thrust ratio reduced nearly three times. As
the APPT ET thrust pulse P ~W0(<A>)1/2 [12], where W0, <A> are the capacitor energy and average atomic weight
of the ablating dielectric, respectively, the power-to-thrust ratio may be reduced by using ablating substance with the
higher atomic weight. Thus it was decided to use bismuth iodide (BiI3, <A> = 145) instead of Teflon (<A> = 16.7),
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that should secure required thrust pulse increase and, correspondingly, power-to-thrust ratio reduction at the same
capacitor energy. By the decision of L.A. Artsimovich, further works in that line were transferred to the
Experimental Design Bureau “Fakel” that was headed at that time by S.A. Bakanov, talented scientist and engineer,
who had graduated from the Moscow Aviation Institute (MAI) and worked at MAI before he joined “Fakel”. As a
result, SEPS “Globus” that could meet even modern requirements to such EPS was developed by a team of
engineers and designers headed by K.N. Kozubskiy at the mentioned Design Bureau. Results of engineeringphysical and experimental-design works under that EPS were published many years later [21-22]. A number of
works under “high-power” APPT and pulsed plasma accelerators of high power were fulfilled at the Institute of
Atomic Energy by A.M. Andrianov, Yu. A. Alexeev and M.N. Kazeev, and these works are continued now.
Starting from the middle of 1960-ies, works in the field of PPT and plasma injectors on their basis were
conducted in a number of other organizations also (TsNIIMASH, MAI, MVTU, KhAI). As a result, rather wide
range of studies and developments were realized, and with the use of pulsed accelerators as plasma injectors a
number of interesting geophysical tests were made [23]. Currently works in the PPT field are mainly conducted at
the Institute of Atomic Energy by M.N. Kazeev et al., and at the Research Institute of Applied Mechanics and
Electrodynamics (RIAME) under the direction of G.A. Popov, corresponding member of the Russian Academy of
Sciences [24]. APPT models with very high, for such thruster type, output characteristics, securing a number of
advantages for that thruster comparing to the low-power electric propulsions of other types was developed. This
allows SEPS development for the practical application on board small spacecraft [24]. Thus, developments started in
the beginning of 1960-ies last.

VII.

Conclusion

As was noted in the information of the USSR telegraph agency, significance of the first tests of EPS and SEPS
on its basis in space is in that those tests marked the birth of new line – electric rocket propulsions - in the
development of space technology. That was an undoubted success, and it was not fortuitous, as it was achieved as a
result of huge, diversified and intense work fulfilled by scientists, engineers, designers and workers of several teams
headed by S.P. Korolev, B.Ye. Tchertok, B.V. Raushenbakh and V.P. Legostaev at the OKB-1, academicians I.V.
Kurchatov, A.P. Alexandrov and L.A. Artsimovich at the IAE and others at the support of M.V. Keldysh, the
President of the USSR AcSci, and academician M.D. Millionschikov, professor Yu.I. Danilov from the USSR State
Committee for Atomic Energy and others. And the author of this report considers it necessary to note their
contribution into the mentioned success.
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